
A STUDY OF KIMPTON GROUP OF HOTELS

Kimpton Hotel Case Study report Bill Kimpton created the concept of â€œboutique hotelâ€• and in founded the first of
the Kimpton Hotels. The concept of â€œboutique.

Moreover, Kimpton Hotels also maintain the local program in period of falling occupancy rates and industry
downturn. Consequently, top executives must evaluate and prepare carefully to achieve the success in different
areas. I believe such companies like Kimpton hotels that proactively manage environmental issues will enjoy
greater benefits than those do not. Then Kimpton became the masthead, and the name of the specific property
was reflected in the body of the hotel. For example, when a new Kimpton hotel opened in New York, Pinetti
created a campaign that talked about the new hotel and included a list of "things to do in New York. Managers
have to find the solutions without create issues with the employees. New York: Routledge,  The company had
an email incentive program that it regarded as relatively sophisticated. Consequently, it will be also quite
useful to discuss the mina financial achievements of the company and conduct a profound functional analysis
concerning the Kimpton Hotel and Restaurant Group. Share in social networks. The gains from investing in
green services or more energy-efficiency products could be ambiguous, while the cost of applying them is so
obvious. The employees feel concerned of what there are doing. Send targeted emails Once the systems were
integrated and the affinity groups were formed, Pinetti began to create targeted email campaigns for the
different groups. The managers of Kimpton should be aware of this fact. Kimpton hotels are recognized by
many as the precursors of green hotels. Requiring all the staff to switch to new procedures or greener cleaning
products is impossible in a day or two. Trade off between profit and reputation: Companies apply
environmental sustainability like Kimpton often faced big challenge at the beginning: the money use to raise
funds, replace green products, implement programs could be used elsewhere for operating activities and other
hotels expense. The best solution to face these problems will be to hire employees who really care about the
ecological issues and mobilize them to lead the different steps of the program and promote the environmental
ideas. And matching this expectation help Kimpton to avoid potentially opposing action by taken by
government and communities which usually costly to handle. Moreover, the investment in green products and
procedures may take long time to recognize, while expense of purchase new environmental equipment can be
added up in short period. At the same time, it will also help to reveal the causes of the current problems. Fear
of lost of customer satisfaction It is understandable when the hotel executives worry about the downgrading of
customer experience. Because other firms in the US hotel industry just had little effort in environmental care,
implementing a comprehensive program like EarthCare can once again consolidate the leading and innovative
position of Kimpton in the market. Most people who book a room in one of Kimpton Hotels do it because they
feel consistent with their values.


